COMMISSION PROPOSAL

Proposed Change

1. Establish an electric-motors-only zone on Canyon Lake in Pennington County and Bismarck Lake in Custer County.
2. Change Nebraska – South Dakota border trout limit from 7 daily to 5 daily to match South Dakota inland waters.

SUPPORTIVE INFORMATION

1. Canyon Lake and Bismarck Lake are utilized by canoers and kayakers. The City of Rapid City would like an electric motor only regulation on Canyon Lake. The United States Forest Service would like an electric motor only regulation on Bismarck Lake.

2. Currently the trout daily limit of 7 on Nebraska – South Dakota border waters does not match the South Dakota inland waters daily limit (5) or the Nebraska border water daily limit (5) for trout. Changing the daily limit for trout on Nebraska – South Dakota border waters to 5 would align the daily limit with those for South Dakota inland waters and Nebraska border waters.

RESIDENT/NONRESIDENT CRITERIA

Not Applicable.

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, REACTIVATION (R3) CRITERIA

1. Does the regulation or fee inhibit a user’s ability to participate?
   No.

2. Does the regulation increase the opportunity for new and existing users?
   No.

3. How does the regulation impact the next generation of hunters, anglers, trappers and outdoor recreationists?
   There is no impact to the next generation of users

4. Does the regulation enhance the quality of life for current and future generations by getting families outdoors?
   The recommended changes will not change the quality of life.